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1. 184-inch Cyclotron Progr
~ . ~ ',~

. ~ring the ~onth experiments on delay~ n~1~LB.~~~1:ty;·'
recelve~ speclal.emphnsls Qnd no time was taken for installation of
new equlpment. L~ucfi of the experlmental VJork was 'done with the air
operated probe which moves the internal target from the cyclotron to
a position close to the counter in the order of a second. In one ex
periment the target was moved by air pressure approximately 100 feet
to the cloud chamber. Tho cyclotron was in use for research purposes
95 percent of the 480 hours the crew was on duty during the month.

Deliveries of the concre~ shielding blocks are continuing
as is design and fabrication of the proton conversion equipment.

2. 60-i~h Cyclotron Program UNCLASSiFIED
The GO-inch cyclotron operated quite satisfactorily during

the month of January. Approximately 500 hours of total bombardment time
were I'l.vailable during this period. 1.12.j or bombardments for the month
included the deuteron irradiation of a number of separated molybdenum
isoto~~s, the deuteron bombardment of magnesiwn for the preparation
of Na and the deuteron bombardment of thori~un.1IIIiI-.... _

~~JmL-,.:n:'7.- -~.~y.",'~Ji_':t'.u.::~::~::\I'~

3. Synchrotron progr<>~"',nl(\",,:r;:Otr~.~·
~~1-~.

The order for a quartz doughnut has been given to Amersil
Co., Inc. who have promised shipment about the last of February. Mean
while ~ tests of the plastic vacuum system have continued and sufficient
progress has been made to indicate that such a vacutun system is entirely
possible to construct. The first synchroton assembly 'will be made with
whichever vacuum system is completed first; and if operating experience
indicates the deslrability of changing J such a change will be made on the
basis of versatility and convenience.

All of the mLlgnet parts have been received from the General
Electr~c Co. and mcgnet assembly is now about 85 percent complete. The
electrlcal components necessary for operating the magnet ere also essentially
complete and it is planned to perform the magnetic tests and make the
~~~ess?FY adjustments during the month of February.

Tests were made of the oscillator a;-,d accelerating electrode
assembly With the magnet pole tips in place. These tests demonstrated
that contrary to expectations, the presence of the iron pole tips increased
the loading on the oscillator to such a point that it Was not possible
to obtain the desired accelerating voltage on the dees. As a temporary
expedient, it is planned to couple in a second oscillator and use the
existing oscillator as a power amplifier in order to supply sufficient
power to take care of these losses. }'lean",iJhile, tests are in progress
on the construction of a set of grids which will have closer wire spacing
in order to prevent lelli(age of the RF field into the iron.
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4. Li..?ear_~_c_elerutorProgr~

40-fo~!l-'~.!.~. During the month of Junuary the l~~~i~J~~~ . _.
has not been in regular operat ion, owing to difficulties in.thB'-'~

source of the Van de Graaff generGtor. Numerous experiments have
been made concerning the x-ray output from the generator, in order to
determine what further shielding is necessary. Designs for several
pieces of experimental equipment to be used in conjunction with the
linear accelerator are in progress. Among these are apparatus for the
study of the scattering of protons on protons, and on absolute cross
section measurements. An experiment on inelastic scattering of protons
at 32 Mev in heavy elements is being plaLned.

Van de Graaff. The Van de Graaff has been out of operation during nearly
all of January, due to rapid loss of emission of the ion source filaments.
The difficulty started when the bottle of oxide coating material being
used became exhausted and a new bottle of supposedly identical material
was employed. The difi'iculty persisted although several different
bottles of coating material were tried and a number of small changes
made in the ion source.

It was finally discovered that the thing that made the
difference was the coating. Successful operation was achieved with a
filament coated with the mixture used at Los Alamos where they have
been getting filament lives of around 1000 hours. This filmaent showed
no tendency to develop hot spots such as had been observed on previous
filaments. Also, it showed little or no sign of deterioration under
pulsing at about 25 amperes. A series of further tests is planned to
reveal the causes of the trouble more definitely so that a repetition
of ~t may be avoided.

2.:.... Experimental Physics~~
d.",. w;=rpy"';~~~!::'~"'''~'\.;..:''-

Film Program. Photograpic plates are being used to record the particles
given off when lead is bombarded wHh deuterons. These experiments
are performed in vacuum and measurements are made of the range of the
particles as well as their angular distribut ion. From the energy
distribution at a fixed angle it is hoped that information may be obtain
ed regarding the level density of the lead nucleus for high excitation.

Delayed Neutrons. Experiments are continuing, on the delayed neutrons
from light elements under fast particle bombardments. It has been found
possible to carry the actiVity from a solution irradiated with deuterons
with a helium stream to a remote counter. It thus appears from chemical
tests in combination with cross bomba1gments that the neutrons result
from the reactions Nl?~ 01'7 +/3 --:) 0 • The period of the Hl? is 4.1
seconds and the coincidence between the neutrons and beta rays has been
established. The same decay scheme is observed from u number of elements
heavier than fluorine, and weakly from oxygen. Longer periods are
apparently observed from certain nuclei (e.g. gold and cerium); however
these have not yet been investigated extensively. Detailed study of
these effects and survey work to identify athol' emitters is continuing.
Considerable effort has been expended in the preparation of the necessary
slow neutron counters for delayed neutron emission and in measuring
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the periods in the delayed emission.

Delayed charged particles, probably alphas, were found when
light elements were bombarded with the deflected deuteron beam. The
half life of the charged particles is about 0.9 sec and this probably
means that they result from the formation of Li8 which decays by beta
emission to Be8 vihich is the alpha emitter. He plan to follow up the
yield for the formation of Li8 from various targets.

Neutron-Proton Scattering. This month was given to preparing anti
coincidence counting apparatus to make possible detection in chosen
energy intervals. Also a chamber for stUdying large-angle scattering
in vacuum has been designed and begun in the shops.

Neutron Scattering. Tests are being made in an effort to account for
the discrepancy between cross section values measured by McMillan and
those measured by the methods of these experiments.

6. Theoretical Physics TED
&l"'"-~~'<:--.~i.~ . ~~*:~~~7:,::~::~i·--· .. ~ .

Good agreement with the ob served angulaI'~mJ::ibut-ion-·a}i1f~:

total cross section of n-p scattering has been obtnln~~~nlIg"a~lffl.t¥a:r.:.
force of the Yukawa type. Inclusion of a tensor force results in less
satisfactory agreement. The dependence of the results on the assumed
range of the force must now be investigated.

A study of the diffraction scattering of neutrons by nuclei
shows that for the lighter nuclei the rule that half the total cross
section is due to diffraction is not necessarily true. More experimental
information on the absolute value of the diffraction cross section is
needed before anJ~hing resembling unique analysis of the total cross
section measurements becomes possible.

Calculations of various nuclear reactions, in particuler those
leading to N17, are being made.

7. Isotope Research~~.__

A 6 ~gm deposit of calutron-ennriched C14 was prepared for
spectroscopic studies. The Nier spectrometer was adapted by shunting
the magnet current to oporation on Hand D, and some test samples are
being analyzed. A low-mass spectrometer was designed and introduced
into the shops.

8. Chemistry

Part A ~':'~~.c_.
Ct:'~.'';''\•. i;

Preparation and Properties of J~~ericium Metal. Some of the difficulties
in prepo,ring americium motal by reducing americium trifluoride with barium
were overcome by changing to lithimn metal for th('l reductant. Several
small pellets of Q met'111ic mntorin.l wero prepared. The melting point
WflS t.aken on Q pellet under meehc:ntcnl streillJ c..r~Cl it 880med to show some
softening Let 8250C with grc:dual furthor i30ftening up to 1190oC. The reason
for the leek of sha~pne8s in melting point is not known. p~ x-ray diffraction
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pattern was taken of one of the preparations a~d Q portion of the lines
could be indexed on a face centered cubic structure with lattice constant
a=5.67Ao . The density calculated from this lattice constant is 8.8 on
the assumption that the observed lines are due to the metal. This value
is considerably lower than the measured picnometer densities of ll± 1 taken
on several samples. The behavior of the melting point as well as the
x-ray diffraction data indicates the presence of more than a single phase. The
cubic phase observed could be explained by the presence of a 8m211 amount
of jlInE'2 or AmOF.
Fission of Thorium with 40 Mev Helium Ions. The complex nucleus between
Th232 and a helium ion is the same as that between U235 and a neutron;
therefore, differences in distribution of fission products in the two
cases may be indicative of the effect of excitc.tion level of the compound
nucleus. The yields of 14 fission products have been Thoasurod and the
general characteristic of thG distribution is a broad maximum in fission
yield between srB9 and Oe143• Over this wide range of mass numbers the
yields of the isotopos examined did not vary by more than a factor of
two. This includes the yields for such isotopes as Aglll, Pdl12, and
Odl15 , isotopes which are found in very low yield in the slow neutron
fission of U235 . Few data are available for isotopes on the low .. §,."', "
and high-mass sides of thG broad maximum. H01IJevGr, Zn72 showed ..:~:s.~~.
~ission yield at least 100 fold l~wer, than th~ maximum and europ~-;r~""'~$~'?
lsotopes (Eu155 and Eu15'7) were llkevHse conslderably lower than the .'".<,-:,.:_~~ .

large group of isotopes mentioned above.

Mass Assignments of Some Isotopes Formed in Spallation Reaction. In
the reaction of antimony with high energy particles several newactivities
were found. One of these was a 6.0-day period which could not be readily
ass~gned from ~revious bonfuardments. ~his is~tope has been tentatively
ass 19nod to Sb 20 from a bombardment Wlth 17 Mev deuterons of separa1ii.....~~.~~
Sn120 • This isotope is thorefore isomeric with the 17-minute pos
emitter. ThG mode of docCly for the 6.0-day antimony is by orbita 
electron capture since the x-rays were identified as those of tin by
critical absorption measuremonts. In the same bombardment the proponderant
activity in tho tin fraction was that with a 26-hour half-life. The most
likely isotopic assignment is therofore Snl21 for this previously known
/3 '-emitter.

In tho bombardmont of arsenic with high energy particles a
long-lived germanium isotope vJas noted. The half-lifo turned out to
bo about 200 days which is similar to that of n germanium isotope reported
in the litorature. It has now boen given the isotopic assigmlent Ge 58

since the 68 minute Gao8 could be removed from it. ; ~

Chemis~ry of Astatine. The SOlec~ive adsorption of astatine on va~ious. . f;/~~.~
motal1:l.c surf2.ces Was rep.:)at0d. Dlfferences were found whon the surfacos4~~"',;,:". ;~'""_
wor~ ~t room temp~raturo compared to the pre.vious results at 3000C.~S" .,~r·;;;;::;
Addltlonal work wlll be done before theso rosults are finally repor
An attempt to distil astatinG as HAt from H2S04 in the presence of s rong
reducing agents (Or++ and ZnO ) failed. The distillate contained 20-30
percent of the astatine concentrated in the first fractions. The astatine
was present as At o • It was extracted by bonzene and not carried by silver
iodide. Partial eVidence for an intermediate oxidation state of astatine
has been found. The results are as yet incomplete. Hhon astatine is
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oxidized by Br2 it carries on La(OH) 3 but does not carryon Ag 103. The
unoxidized material does not cerry on La(O H)3 and strongor oxidation
by HelO caused astatine to be carriod by Ag 1°3 •

Chemistry

l'a-~t B
Synthetic and Experimental CrJQfiic Chemistry. The synthesis of C14_
carboxyi labeled :llithranili('-acid ,- C""I4-cailJoxyl. label.ed 3-hydroxy
:..nthrQ"lilic Qcid :lild of Cl4::carboxyl~ CLlphc. or beta. luboled
alanino is being investigc.toc. Acetic acid toither methyl or carboxyl
C14 labeled) has boen converted to ethyl bromide with a yield of about
70 percent based on acetic acid. Tho synthosis of tryptophane lab31ed
with C14 in thG beta position in th0 side chain has boon synthesized
With a 22.5 percent yield based on carbon dioxide. The )roduct has a
specific activity of about 1 microcurio per milligram of tryptophane.

Biological Chemistry. The study of the metabolism of dibenzanthracene
9,10-C14 and C14-beta laboled tyrosine in rats, both normal and tumor
boaring, has continued. Tho convorsion of tryptophano to nicotinic
G.cid is also being studied. Experiments have beon initiated for the
purposo of locating sites at which tho labeled tyrosine is bound during
the initial period (1/2 hour) following intravenous administration.

Photosynthetic Chemistry. In addition to experiments on tho products
of dark fixation of C1409 in photosynthosis, short photosynthetic
exporiments (illuminatio'Ii timo, 30 seconds) have been mQde with two'
varieties of algae, Chlorella dnd Scenedesmus, and radiocarbon dioxide.
It has beon found that the same group of labeled prod~cts are formed
in illuminated photosynthosis as in dark photo-synthesis but that there
is a different distribution of the labol in tho products.

Work has boen undertak'3n to determine whether acotato, as
such, is involved in tho condensation of carbon dioxide to form organic
acids which act as intermediates in tho synthosis of sugars in tho
photosynthetic procoss. Lab.31od pyruvj.c acid will also be studied at
a later date.

Subproject 48B

Motals and High Temperature Thermodynamics. Work is in progress on the
thermodynamics of gaseous 61'( and MoCl at high temperatures and on the
absorption coefficients of CN and C2 • studios of carbide refractories
and liquid motal systems are also in progress.

Basic Chemistry. Solvent Extruction. Work
problems:

thG following
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The fundamental chemistry of zirconium.

The solvent extraction of La(I11) by TTA and benzene.

The hydrolysis of U(V1), studied by the extraction of the U(VI)
chelate into benzene.

The rate of exchange of iodine between 12 and 103' using
active iodine tracer.

A report on the activity coefficients of Pu(1V)
has been partially written.

9. Medical Physics

Part A

Project 48A-I

The tracer studies with element 61 have been completed for
1, 4, 16, 32, 64, and 220 day intervals in the rat. This carrier-free
fission product behaves in tho body in a manne+ almost identical to
other members of the lanthanide rare earths stUdied, notably lanthanum,
cerium, praseOdymium, as well as the last two of the actinide elements,
namely americium and curium. The deposition occurs primarily in the
liver and skeleton. The excretion from the liver is comparatively
rapid and thure is a high degree of retention of this element by the
skeleton. Tracer studies with cadmium, indium, and tin are being
continued. Tracer studies with technetium reveal that this 810ment is
excreted with an extraordinary degree of rapidity, chiefly by way of the
urine, th:Jre being nearly 98 percent eliminated within 4 days following
intramuscular injection.

The decontamination studies with plutonium in the rat are
being continued. To obtain fundan~ntal information concerning tho up
tclce of radioactive motals in bone, kinetic studies were made of deposi
tion of radio~strontium in skeleton and its excretion in urine during
tho first hour aftor intraperitoneal injection. Experiments wero carried
out in adult, young, normal and rachitic rats. These indicated slow
steady uptake by absorption exchango in tho adults, and a rapid reversible
doposi tj.on in tho young animc.ls. This suggested possible labilo combina
tion with the bone matrix in tho latter. The renal clearance of radio
strontium was also greatly increased in the rachitic rats as compared to
the normal animals.

The experiments to study the effect of zirconium treatment
on radio-yttrium excretion have boen continued as a prolude to similar
Gxperiments on plutonium decontamination. Hl1ilo intraperitoneal
injoction of zirconium (40 mg) at tho samo tin~ as intravenous administra
tion of ramo-yttrium caused a markod incr0aso in tho urinary excretion
of radio-yttrium, no significant affoct was obtained when tho zirconium
troatmont was givon 2 days prior to or following the injoction of radio
yttrium. This suggests that tho Lcreaso may bo largely due to a "carrier"
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effect.

Recent radioautographs show that columbium deposited in the
bone primarily in tho region of tho osteoid matrix resemble very
closely tho behavior of plutonium, thorium, and zirconiumt

Radio-chemical preparations during the month have included
the isolation of carrier-free radio-isotopes of rUbidium, yttrium,
zirconium, columbium, molybdenum, and technetium.

Medical Physics

Part B

Project 48A - I,!T~,,:3·~~~~~~~~5

In connection with tho study of trace analysis by induced
radioactivity. the first set of tissue samples irradiated at Hanford
is expocted to arrive hore in February. In preparation for their analysis,
tho chemical separation of radio-active traces of a number of clements
haS been furthor studied. After separation, somo of the elements are
eloctroplated for counting. Satisfactory procedures have been worked
out for Co, Fe, Zn, Ag, 8o, Au, Eg.

Experiments are in progress to check the induction of bone
tumors by Sr89 (roported by Brues et al). Veekly intravenous injections
of 0.8 uc of p32 in Bagg albino mice failed to produce any tumors in
the first six months.

The apparatus used for direct irradiation of biological
materials on the 184-inch cyclotron is being improved to provide more.
accurate dose measurements than before.

~.Q_~ea~ip Physics and Chemi~~~l~~
or~'~·-'i~'ffi!IW;'·--''J

.!tc.dio.tion I.leasuromonts. VIorlc continuos on the propo.rntion of proton
recoil proportion~'.l counters, o.nd on tho ionizc.tion ch2.i'lbor method of
studying ranges of socondo.rios produced by fast neutron beo.m.

Monitoring, storage and Disposul. Routine monitoring was c2rriod out _
wi th no excessive ·contc..min:'.tion found. DurinG tho month 172 f'ilra bo.dgos
were road cnd recordod, nono 0:1.' 1,lhich shov18d over-tolerance oxposure.
Ton targets Viera monitorod and c~dvicG for hoc.lth protoctiol1 steps Vias
given Whore indicc.t.:;d. One targot was monitored during c. milling procoss.
One hundrod c.nd ten lnborc:.tory coc.ts nore issued sinco Novombor in addi
tion to the nin0~eight previously Gssigned by tho stororoom. Tho ~alysis

of routine aj.r sGmpling and of hrllld counting rovGQlod no over toloranco
contaminations. A bota-gw'llill8. foot counter h,:,s boen inst[~llod and is
oporating satisfactorily. Ln ir:r::n'oved c,lphc. st,-..ndard for the c.lpha
counting o.ir chambor ,IGS mado Gnd c. morc Qccur(~to efficiency rnting for
this instrument hGS boen Qssignod. Tho routino colloction ond disposal
of radioc.ctivG w2ste vms co.rrLJd out. FivG rndioactive isotopes and
six stc:ble isotopes from outside sourcos ;;ore oponed, monitorod and
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delivered. Seven isotope containers were cleared for return shipment
to Oak Ridge. Eleven targets were transported from the cyclotrons to
Buildings 4 and 5. Ten orf-project shipments of radioisotopes were
cleared. The 37-inch dees wero monitored and cleared fo~ shipment.
Miscellaneous materials and-equipment were stored for future use or
decontamination. The special box for decontamination of equipment is
proving successful; two gloved boxes and their equipment and five
contrifugos have been decontaminated during January.

Research and Development. The design has been completed and tho
construction begun on the beta~gamma gloved box. The design has been
compieted for special target assembly for bombardment of active material
in cyclotrons. Modification has boen made on the Spinner column.

LMB/2-l0-48
Information Division



APPROX]}!u\ TE DISTRIBUTI ON OF EFFORT

PROGRAM

1. 184-inch Cyclotron

2. 60-inch Cyclotron

SUBDIVlSION

Operation
Development

IJJiN-MONTHS EFFORT

lL4
2.4

Non-Project

3. Synchrotron

4. Linear Accelerator

5. Experimental Physics

6. Theoretical Physics

7. Isotope Research

Vacuum Chamber
R. f. System
General Synchrotron Developrrent
Injection
Miscell aneous Equipment
Magnet

Van de Graaff Generator
General. Development. etc.

Cloud Chamber
Film Program
Ionization Chamber and Crystal

Counter
Proton-proton Scattering
Neutron Scattering
General Physics Research

Synchrotron
Bevatron
Cyclotron
General Physics Research

General
XC Laboratory

L9
2.3
0.3
L7
0.7
LO

10.0
10.5

7.1
2.4

1.1
3.0
LO
9.5

0.3
l.0

.7
9.0

2.0
2.1

1

'P



PROGRAM SUBDIVISION MAN-MONTI-iS EFFORT COl.1l\ENTS

8. Chemistry. Part A

Ch~listry. Part B

Chemistry. Part C

9. Medical Physic s. Part A.

Chemistry of Transuranic .2:1ements
Nuclear Properties of Transurallium

Elements
Transmutations with the 184-inch

Cyclotron
Transmutations with the bO-inch

Cyclotron
Analytical and Service
Chffnistry of Astatine

Synthetic and Experimental Organic
Chemistry

Biological Chemistry
Photosynthetic Chemistry

:Metals and High Temper&ture
Thermodynamics

Basic Chemistry. Including Metal
Chelates

General

Evaluation of Metabolic Properties
of Plutoniwn and Allied l"~aterials

in Animal and Man
Decontamination Studies
Radiochemistry
Radioautography

5.0

3.0

5.5

LO
14.5
1.5

6.4
4.5
6.9

I

4.5 b
1

4.5
2.0

12.0
6.0
3.0
.2. 0
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Medical Physics. Part B
(Project 48A-l1)

10. Health Physics and
Chemistry

SUBDIVISION

Uranium Research

Tumor Metabolism
Special x-ray Studies, Radioactive

}.Ieasu rement s, etc •
Radioactive Carbon Studies
Fundament al l\:edical Research

l\~onitoring and Special Problems
Salvage, Decontmnination, Disposal, etc.
Research and Development

MAN-EONTHS .GFFORT CO:MMENTS

3.0 2.5 Consultant
Man-Month

0.5 0.5"

0.5 "
0.5 0.5 "
0.5 1.5 11

6.3
3.6
7.3

I
~
1


